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HIGH COURT FORM NO. (J) 2. 
HEADING OF JUDGMENT IN ORIGINAL SUIT / CASE 

IN THE COURT OF THE CIVIL JUDGE, TEZPUR, SONITPUR 
 

Present: N.J. Haque, LLM, AJS 
Civil Judge 
Tezpur, Sonitpur 

28thJune, 2019 

TITLE SUIT NO. 40/2016 

 Sri Dulal Das 
 S/o (L) Rabi Das  
 Resident of Bhairabnagar Tilla, Tezpur 
 PO & PS – Tezpur, Mouza - Mahabhairab 
 District - Sonitpur (Assam)    .......... Plaintiff 
         
    -VERSUS - 
 
 Sri Niraj Borah 
 S/o Sri Phuleswar Borah  
 Resident of Burhadangaria Than, Tezpur 
 PO & PS – Tezpur, Mouza - Mahabhairab 
 District - Sonitpur (Assam)    ......... Defendant

         
 

This is a suit for specific 
performance of contract of sale 
and consequential reliefs and 
came up for final hearing on-
15/06/2019. 

 
Ld. Advocate appeared for the plaintiff           : -     Mr. D. Bose 
Ld. Advocate appeared on behalf of defendant: - Mr. B. Nath 
 

JUDGMENT  

PLAINTIFF’S CASE 

1. Plaintiff’s case appears to be in a short campus is that defendant in need 

of money offered to sell the suit land measuring an area of 1 Katha 

covered under dag no-58 of periodic Patta no-22, and the plaintiff 

agreed to purchase the suit land from the defendant at a consideration 

amount of Rs.4, 50,000/- and on request of defendant, the plaintiff paid 

Rs.1, 90,000/- as advance. That defendant executed an Agreement for 

Sale in presence of witnesses by accepting Rs.1, 90,000/- on condition 

that upon execution of the sale deed, the plaintiff would pay the balance 

amount. Subsequently the plaintiff on several occasions offered the 
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defendant to accept the balance of sale consideration of Rs.2, 60,000/-, 

but the defendant refused to accept the balance amount and further 

declined to execute a sale deed. That the plaintiff is ready to perform 

her part of contract, but the defendant declined to accept the balance 

sale consideration and further declined to execute the registered Sale 

Deed. Hence, the plaintiff brought instant law suit against the defendant 

praying decree for specific performance of contract along with other 

alternative reliefs.  

Case of the defendants: 

2. Defendantcontested the suit of the plaintiff by filling written statement 

both in law and facts. The defendant pleaded that he entered into an 

agreement of sale in favour of the plaintiff to sale the suit land however, 

disputed the fact of receiving an advance amount Rs.1, 00,000/- instead 

of Rs.1, 90,000/- as alleged by the plaintiff in his plaint. Hence, upon 

the above pleadings defendant prayed dismissal of the suit with cost.  

3. Upon the above said pleading my predecessor in office framed the 

following issues:-  

ISSUES 
1. Whether there is any cause of action for the suit? 
2. Whether suit is maintainable in its present form?  
3. Whether the suit is bad for non-joinder of all the 

pattadars of PP No.22?  
4. Whether an amount of Rs.1, 90,000/- has been paid 

by the plaintiff as advance to the defendant?  
5. Whether the plaintiff was to obtain the no objection 

from co-pattadars but failed to do so?  
6. Whether the agreement of sale is not executable as 

the land in question is a non-partitioned land? 
7. Whether plaintiff is entitled to the relief claimed? 
8. Whether the parties are entitled to any 

relief/reliefs? 
4. On perusal of the entire case record it divulges before this court my 

predecessor in office due to oversight failed to frame one pertinent issue 

in respect of suit for specific performance of contract. Hence, for the 

sake of proper ends of justice and also for proper adjudication of real 

points of controversy between the parties this court framed one 
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additional issue in exercising power conferred under order-14 Sub-Rule-

3 of CPC. 

ADDITIONAL ISSUE 
9. “Whether plaintiff was always ready and willing to 

perform his part of the contract?” 
5. During the argument hearing learned advocate appearing on behalf of 

the defendant argued before this court strenuously that plaintiff failed to 

prove the alleged contract executed between the plaintiff and defendant 

by adducing any cogent evidences before this court.  

6. Per contra, learned advocate appearing for the plaintiff vehemently 

submitted before this court that plaintiff’s suit is liable to decreed with 

cost as the plaintiff established and proved the contentions of plaint by 

adducing trustworthy evidences before this court.  

7. Plaintiff as well as defendant side adduced both ocular as well as 

documentary forms of evidences. For the sake of brevity of the 

judgment let us reproduce some relevant portions of the evidence 

presented by both the sides briefly as follows :- 

EVIDENCES ADDUCED BY THE PLAINTIFF 

8. Plaintiff Sri Dulal Das examined as many as two nos. of witnesses and 

relied upon several nos. of documents. PW-1 submitted his examination-

in-chief through affidavit supporting and reproducing the entire contents 

of the plaint and he exhibited the following documents:- 

Ext.1 is the original agreement of sale dated 19-11-
2013; 
Ext. (1) to 1(3) are the signatures of defendant; 
Ext. 1(4) is signature of plaintiff; 
Ext.1 (5) is signature of witness Swarup Das 

9. PW-2 submitted his evidence in chief through affidavit by reproducing 

the contents of plaint. PW-2 exhibited the agreement of sale as Ext-1 

and his signature as Ext-1(5). Per contra, the defendant side failed to 

cross-examine both the witnesses.  

EVIDENCES ADDUCED BY THE DEFENDANTS 

10. DW-1 Sri Niraj Borah submitted his examination-in-chief through 

affidavit reproducing the contentions of the written statement.   
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11. DW-1 in his cross-examination deposed before this Court that he knows 

the plaintiff Dulal Das. He has purchased land in his name at 

Barikachuburi village, Mouza- Mhabhairab under Miyadi patta No.22 and 

that land is mutated in his name, and Saitendra Baishya and Tapan 

Barhoi also purchased 1 Bigha of land from same Dag and Patta and 

their names are mutated on their portion of land. He sold land 

measuring 1 Katha 10 Lessas out of his 1 Bighas of land to one Paresh 

Dey in the year 2014. He knows that Saitendra Baishya sold 2 kathas of 

land from his portion to Sri Subhasis Paul. He doesn’t know to whom 

Tapan Barhoi sold his portion land or if he sold any land or not.  He 

entered into an agreement to sell 1 Katha of land to plaintiff and 

accordingly Ext.1 agreement of sale was executed. Ext.1 (1), 1(2) and 

1(3) are his signatures in Ext.1. Ext.1 (4) is the signature of plaintiff 

Dulal Das. Ext.1 was executed on 19-11-2013. The sale consideration of 

the suit land was fixed at Rs.4, 50,000/-. In the 1st para of the 

agreement of sale it was written that ―I have received Rs.1,90,000/- as 

advance and the remaining amount of Rs.2,60,000/- will be payable at 

the time of registration of the sale deed after obtaining permission, but 

he has received Rs.1,00,000/- as advance. In the last para of Ext.1 it is 

further written that he has executed and signed the deed receiving 

Rs.1,90,000/- lakhs on understanding the same in sound mind, 

knowledge and willingness, in presence of witnesses,though he has 

received Rs.1,00,000/- out of Rs.1,90,000/-. Though it was mentioned in 

Ext.1 that registered deed will be executed within 6 months on obtaining 

permission from the concerned authority, but as the plaintiff did not give 

the required documents, he could not obtain the permission. Due to 

non-availability of the plaintiff’s documents, he could not apply for 

permission anywhere. He has not sent any letter or notice asking the 

plaintiff for the documents, though he approached him verbally several 

times. If the plaintiff pays the remaining amount now and even if the 

court gives the permission, he will not register the land in favour of the 

plaintiff. He has received Rs.1, 00,000/- out of Rs.1, 90,000/- as he 

stated today and as he has stated in his written statement and affidavit. 
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He has not given any notice to the plaintiff though he has not received 

Rs.90, 000/-.  

12. DW-2 submitted his examination-in-chief through affidavit reproducing 

the contentions of the written statement and in his cross-examination he 

deposed that he knows the defendant Niraj Borah from his childhood. 

His house is situated 1 ½ kms away from his house. He doesn’t know 

from whom the defendant purchased the suit land and when it was 

purchased. He knows that Niraj Borah had purchased 3 ½ Katha of 

land.He could not say the boundary of the suit land. Dag no. of said 

land is 22 but he doesn’t know the patta no. He doesn’t know the other 

persons who purchased the land along with defendant. He doesn’t know 

what quantity of land sold by Niraj Borah before filing of this suit. The 

defendant entered into agreement for sale and purchase land with 

plaintiff Swarup Das and Dulal Das in 2017. Niraj Borah entered into 

agreement of sale of land with Dulal Das (TS No.40/16) at Rs.4, 

45,000/- and with Swarup Das (TS No.41/16) at Rs.5 Lakhs. He was not 

present at the time of notarization of Ext.1. He could not say as to 

within what period the deed was to be registered after accepting the 

balance consideration as per the agreement, because he was not 

present at that time. Transaction of amount was made within the court 

premises itself. Niraj Borah entered into agreement with Dulal Das and 

Swarup Das to sell one Katha of land to each of them. He doesn’t know 

if Niraj Borah sold land to Dulal Das earlier too. He has signed as a 

witness in both the agreements. He doesn’t know who is to bring the no 

objection from the co-pattadar. As he was not present, he doesn’t know 

who was to obtain the permission.  

13. DW-3 also submitted his examination-in-chief through affidavit 

reproducing the contentions of the written statement and in his cross-

examination he deposed that at the time of execution of Ext.1 he was 

not present in the court. At the time of transaction of amount between 

plaintiff and defendant, he was not present and that is why he cannot 

say as to who paid what amount.  

DISCUSSION, DECISSION AND REASONS FOR SUCH DECISION 
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14. Issue No.1:CAUSE OF ACTION   

 Issue no-1 of this relates to the cause of action. The defendant 

in his written statement categorically pleaded that this suit has 

no cause of action. In the legal system, a ―cause of action‖ is a 

set of facts or legal theory that gives an individual or entity the 

right to seek a legal remedy against another. This applies to the 

filing of a civil lawsuit for such wrongs as property damages, 

personal injury, or monetary loss, as well as to criminal wrongs 

such as battery, theft, or kidnapping. A cause of action may 

come from an act or failure to act, breach of duty, or a violation 

of rights, and the facts or circumstances of each specific case 

often have a significant effect on the case.  

 In other words Cause of Action of a law suit defined as bundle of 

facts affirmed by one party and denied by the other side. 

Assertion of certain facts and denial from the other side, gives 

rise of a bonafide dispute between the parties and said dispute 

considered to be cause of action for a law suit. 

 The plaintiff Sri Dulal Das brought instant lawsuit against the 

defendant alleging, inter-alia, that defendant after entering into 

an written agreement of sale for sale and purchase of the suit 

property to the plaintiff on 19/11/13 and further receiving an 

amount of Rs.190000/- out of total sale consideration of 

Rs.450000/-, declined to execute registered sale deed in his 

favour. 

 Per contra, the defendant submitted written statement 

contending that he entered into any agreement of sale in favour 

of the plaintiff to sale the suit land however, disputed the fact of 

receiving an advance amount Rs.1, 00,000/- instead of Rs1, 

90,000/- as alleged by the plaintiff in his plaint.  

 The facts asserted by the plaintiff in his plaint subsequently 

denied by the defendant and such assertions and denials gives 

rise of cause of action. There are many points of controversy 

raised upon the pleadings of assertions and denials put 
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forwarded by both the sides and those controversy requires 

proper adjudication in the instant law suit.  

 Therefore, in the light of the above said discussion, this court is 

of the considered opinion that instant suit has cause of action to 

decide and accordingly, Issue No.1 is answered in affirmative 

and in favour of the plaintiff.  

Issue No.2: MAINTAINABILITY 

15. This issue relates to the plea of maintainability of the suit put forwarded 

by the defendant in his written statement. The defendant side in the 

written statement failed to plead specifically as to why the suit is not 

maintainable. Order 8 Rule 2 CPC mandates that the parties must 

raise the plea of maintainability specifically. In this case, on careful 

perusal of the entire case record, it is seen that the defendant did not 

plead as to why the suit is not maintainable. Accordingly, this Court 

finds the suit is maintainable. Hence, issue No.2 is answered in 

affirmative in favour of the plaintiff. 

16. Issue No.3 and 5:-Issue no-3 relates to—―Whether the suit is bad 

for non-joinder of all the pattadars of PP No.22? And Issue No-

5 relates to—“Whether the plaintiff was to obtain the no 

objection from co-pattadars but failed to do so? Both the issues 

are co-relates and belongs to plea of non-joinder of all patters of 

periodic Patta no.22. Accordingly, both issues were taken together for 

discussion and decision. The defendant in para No.2 of this written 

statement categorically pleaded that plaintiff did not implead all the 

pattadars of periodic Patta no.22 and the suit land had not been 

partitioned amongst the pattadars and due to that suit is bad for non-

joinder of necessary parties. The defendant in para No.9 of this written 

statement further pleaded that plaintiff has to obtain no objection from 

other pattadars of the suit periodic Patta no.22. As such, it is seen from 

the pleadings of defendant side that the ownership of the suit land not 

denied by the defendant and defendant pleaded that suit is bad for non-

joinder of other pattadars of periodic Patta no.22. DW-1 Niraj Borah in 

his cross-examination categorically admitted that he has purchase 1 
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Bighas of land covered under periodic Patta no.22 of Dag No-58 and one 

Saitendra Baishya purchased 1 Bighas of land from said Patta at the 

same time and also purchased by one Tapan Barhoi and he sold out 1 

Katha 10 Lessa of land from said one 1 Bighas to one Paresh Dey. 

Saitendra Baishya sold 2 Kathas land to one Subhassis Paul. As such 

from the evidence of defendant it has become crystal clear that 

ownership of suit property belong to Dag No.58 of periodic Patta no.22 

admitted by the defendant and no further prove is required. It is further 

established from the evidence of DW-1 that from the said Patta No.22 

the defendant, Saitendra Baishya and one Tapan Barhoi have purchased 

land and subsequently defendant including Saitendra Baishya has sold 

certain portion of land to some other persons. Hence, it can be safely 

concluded her by way of observing that the non-impleadment of the 

pattadar of PP No.22 does not make the suit bad for non-joinder of 

necessary parties. The defendant in his written statement pleaded that it 

was agreed by the plaintiff that he had to obtain no objection from other 

pattadars of suit land and he further pleaded that suit land yet to be 

partitioned. The plea of the defendant does not appears to be justifiable 

and tenable in nature in the back drop of admission put forwarded by 

DW-1 in his cross-examination regarding sale of 1 Katha 10 Lessa of 

land to one Paresh Dey from 1 Bighas of land of the periodic Patta  in 

the year 2014. He himself admitted in his cross-examination that he had 

sold certain portion of land to some other persons in the year 2014. The 

defendant further failed to adduce any probable as well as trustworthy 

evidence upon which this court may believe that there was oral 

agreement between the defendant and plaintiff and further plaintiff 

agreed to obtain no objection from the other pattadars. The suit 

property as per pleading on record appears to be a periodic Patta land 

of the Dag No.58 and there are some other persons whose name are 

recorded over the same Patta but why the other pattadars are required 

to he impleaded in this case that was not clarified by the defendant in 

this case. The defendant further failed to prove his plea regarding 
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obtaining no objection from the other pattadars as be pleaded in his 

written statement.  

17. Therefore, in the light of the aforesaid discussions, this court is of 

considered opinion that the suit is not bad for non-joinder of necessary 

parties and there he was no agreement that plaintiff had to obtain no 

objection from the co-pattadar. Accordingly, both issue No.3 and Issue 

No- 6 are answered in negative and against the defendant.   

18. Issue No.4:-Issue no-4 relates to—―Whether an amount of Rs.1, 

90,000/- has been paid by the plaintiff as advance to the 

defendant? Prior discussing the Issue No.4 elaborately, let us 

understand first the prime contentions of both the sides that gives rise 

of real points of controversy between the parties. As per the plaintiff, 

the defendant entered into agreement of sale on 19-11-2013 to sale 

land measuring 1 Katha under Dag No.58 covered by PP No.22 at a 

consideration of Rs.4,50,000/- out of which the defendant had received 

Rs.1,90,000/- as advance amount and it was agreed that the defendant 

shall receive the remaining amount at the time of execution of the sale 

deed on obtaining requisite permission from the concerned authority but 

subsequently the defendant failed to comply the terms of agreement of 

sale. On contrary the defendant categorically admitted the fact of 

execution of agreement of sale between the plaintiff and defendant to 

sale and purchase of the suit land in the year 2013 but defendant 

denied that he had received Rs.1,90,000/- as advance amount. The 

defendant further pleaded in his written statement that plaintiff had paid 

Rs.1, 00,000/- and further assured the plaintiff shall pay the remaining 

Rs.90, 000/- within seven days but subsequently failed to pay Rs.90, 

000/- to the defendant. It was further pleaded by the defendant that 

plaintiff failed to submit his requisite documents upon which the 

defendant failed to obtain sale permission.  

19. Hence, from the pleadings on record, it can be perceived that defendant 

partly admitted the fact of sale and agreement of the suit land with the 

plaintiff but he denied that plaintiff had paid Rs.1,90,000/- as advance 

amount to him.  
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20. Now, in the forthcoming discussion, this court shall try to ascertain the 

fact whether the plaintiff as well as defendant able to prove and 

establish their respective pleadings by adducing trustworthy evidences 

before this court. In this case, the plaintiff side examined as many as 2 

nos. of witnesses and their evidences lingered unshaken as the 

defendant after having sufficient opportunity failed to cross-examine 

both the witnesses. Hence, this court not finds anything to disbelieve 

the testimony of PW-1 and PW-2.  

21. On scrupulous perusal of the evidences on record adduced by the PW-1 

and PW-2, it has become crystal clear that both the witnesses reinforced 

and documented the fact that the defendant entered into an agreement 

of sale on 19-11-2013 vide Ext.1 with the plaintiff with intent to sale the 

suit property at a consideration of Rs.4, 50,000/- out of which the 

defendant had received Rs.1, 90,000/- as advance amount and executed 

the agreement of sale in presence of witnesses. On scrupulousperusal of 

Ext.1 document it disclosed that the defendant had received an amount 

of Rs.1,90,000/- and assured that he will execute the registered sale 

deed in respect 1 Katha of land covered by PP No.22 of Dag No.58 

within six months. DW-1 in his cross-examination firmly admitted the 

execution of Ext.1 document. He further exhibited his signature over the 

Ext.1 document. DW-1 only disputed during his cross-examination that 

he received Rs.1, 00,000/- instead of Rs.1, 90,000/- as advance. It is 

seen from the cross-examination part of DW-1 that he himself executed 

the agreement of sale vide Ext.1 and put his signature acknowledging 

payment of Rs.1, 90,000/- as advance amount out of total sale 

consideration of Rs.4, 50,000/- in respect of suit land and subsequently 

the plea of defendant in respect of receiving Rs.1, 00,000/- instead of 

Rs.1, 90,000/- not appears to be tenable in the eye of law. DW-1 to 

support his plea of receiving Rs.1, 00,000/- examined 2 nos. of 

witnesses and on careful appreciation of the evidences of both the 

witnesses it disclosed before this court that both the aforesaid witnesses 

have not supported and corroborated that defendant received Rs.1 Lacs 

from the plaintiff, the DW-2 rather supported that defendant entered 
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into agreement for sale and purchase land with plaintiff Swarup Das and 

Dulal Das in the year 2017. 

22. Therefore, to sum up the evidence on record it can be safely concluded 

by observing that defendant received Rs.1, 90,000/- from the plaintiff as 

advance with intent to sell the suit property in favour of the plaintiff and 

subsequently failed to perform his part. Accordingly issues No.4 is 

answered in favour of the plaintiff.  

23. Issue No.6:-Issue no-6 relates to—―Whether the agreement of sale 

is not executable as the land in question is a non-partitioned 

land? The defendant in his written statement pleaded that agreement 

of sale is not executable as the land in question is a non-partitioned but 

subsequently, he failed to adduce any cogent and trustworthy evidence 

to substantiate his pleading. Accordingly, Issue No.6 is answered in 

negative and against the defendant.  

24. Addl. Issue No.9: Instantissue relates to the fact as to “Whether 

plaintiff was always willing perform his part of the contract?” 

Prior entering into the discussion on this issue let us peruse the settled 

provisions of law for proper understanding of the dispute in hand. 

Section-16 of Specific Relief Act, provides personal bars to relief.—

Specific performance of a contract cannot be enforced in favour of a 

person— 

(a) Who would not be entitled to recover compensation for its 

breach; or 

(b) who has become incapable of performing, or violates any 

essential term of, the contract that on his part remains to be 

performed, or acts in fraud of the contract, or wilfully acts at 

variance with, or in subversion of, the relation intended to be 

established by the contract; or 

(c) Who fails to aver and prove that he has performed or has 

always been ready and willing to perform the essential terms 

of the contract which are to be performed by him, other than 

terms the performance of which has been prevented or 

https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1185098/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1282548/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1058865/
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waived by the defendant? Explanation.—for the purposes of 

clause (c),— 

(i) where a contract involves the payment of money, it is not 

essential for the plaintiff to actually tender to the defendant or 

to deposit in court any money except when so directed by the 

court; 

(ii) The plaintiff must aver performance of, or readiness and 

willingness to perform, the contract according to its true 

construction. 

 The language in Section 16 (c) does not require any specific 

phraseology but only that the plaintiff must aver that he has 

performed or has always been and is willing to perform his part 

of the contact. So the compliance of ―readiness and 

willingness‖ has to be in spirit and substance and not in letter 

and form. So to insist for a mechanical production of the exact 

words of a statute is to insist for the form rather than the 

essence. So the absence of form cannot dissolve an essence if 

already pleaded. 

 The Hon’bleSupreme Court on aspects of requirement to comply 

with the mandatory provisions of Section 16 (c) of the Specific 

Relief Act, observed as follows: 

―…The plaintiff did not plead either in the plaint or 

at any subsequent stage that he was ready and 

willing to perform the agreement pleaded in the 

written statement of defendant. A suit for specific 

performance has to conform to the requirements 

prescribed in Forms 47 and 48 of the 1st Schedule 

in the Civil Procedure Code. In a suit for specific 

performance it is incumbent on the plaintiff not 

only to set out agreement on the basis of which he 

sues in all its details, he must go further and plead 

that he has applied to the defendant specifically to 

perform the agreement pleaded by him but the 

https://indiankanoon.org/doc/346089/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1259850/
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defendant has not done so. He must further plead 

that ne has been and it still ready and willing to 

specifically perform his part of the agreement. 

Neither in the plaint nor at any subsequent stage 

of the suit the plaintiff has taken those pleas. As 

observed by this Court in Pt. Prem Raj v. D.L.F. 

Housing and Construction (Private) (Ltd.) and an-

other, (Civil Appeal No 37/ 66, decided on 

4.4.1968) (reported in 1968 (3) SCR 648) that it is 

well settled that in a suit for specific performance 

the plaintiff should allege that he is ready and 

willing to perform his part of the contract and in 

the absence of such an allegation the suit is not 

maintainable.‖ 

 While explaining this point, the Supreme Court made reference 

to its judgment in the case of His Holiness Acharya Swami 

Ganesh Dassji v. Sita Ram Thapar, reported as (1996) 4 

SCC 526, wherein the Court drew a distinction between 

readiness to perform the contract and willingness to perform the 

contract. It was observed that by readiness it may be meant the 

capacity of the plaintiff to perform the contract which would 

include the financial position to pay the purchase price. 

 As far as the willingness to perform the contract is concerned, 

conduct of the plaintiff has to be properly scrutinized along with 

attendant circumstances. The factum of readiness and 

willingness to perform plaintiff’s part of the contract is to be 

adjudged with reference to the conduct of the party and the 

attending circumstances. 

 Now coming to the instant case in hand, it is seen that the 

plaintiff in her plaint categorically asserted that he is ready and 

willing to perform his part of contact and intends to obtain 

registered sale deed.The plaintiff in hisevidence-in-chief 

corroborated and supported such facts and further prayed in 
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para 14 of his examination-in-chief that he is always ready to 

perform her part of contact for obtaining a registered sale deed 

from the defendant. The evidence of PW-1 remain unshaken as 

the defendant side failed to cross-examine PW-1. Hence, this 

court not finds anything to disbelieve the version of PW-1. 

 Per contra, the defendant as DW-1, in his cross-examination 

deposed that in the event the plaintiff pays the remaining sale 

consideration amount he is not willing to execute the registered 

sale deed over the suit land. That part of his evidence makes it 

clear that defendant fails to comply the terms of agreement.  

 Therefore in the light of discussion and decisionthis court finds 

that plaintiff proved that he is ready and willing to perform his 

part of contract. Hence, Addl. issue no-9 is answered in 

affirmative and in favor of the plaintiff.  

25. Issue No-7&8:- Both the issues are taken together for discussions and 

decision, as both the issues are relates to the reliefs. In the light of 

discussions and decisions of all the foregoing issues, this court finds that 

plaintiff is entitled to get a decree of specific performance of contract of 

sale by way of execution of a registered sale deed in respect of suit land 

measuring 1Katha under Dag No.58covered by Periodic Patta No.22by 

accepting the balance sale consideration of Rs.2,60,000/- only and if the 

defendant refuses and neglects or fails to obey the decree of specific 

performance of contract the execution of sale deed will be affected in 

accordance with Order XXI Rule-34 of CPC. The plaintiff further entitled 

to the cost of entire proceeding from the defendant. Hence, issue no-

7&8 are answered in affirmative and in favour of the plaintiff. 

ORDER 

26. In the result the plaintiff suit is decreed by way of granting the following 

reliefs:-  

 That the plaintiff is entitled to get a decree of specific 

performance of contract of sale; 

 That Plaintiff will pay the balance sale consideration of 

Rs.2,60,000/-(Rupees Two Lakhs Sixty Thousand Only) to the 
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defendant within three months from the date of decree and the 

defendant shall execute the registered sale deed in favour of the 

plaintiff at the cost of the plaintiff.  

 That if the defendant fails to execute the sale deed despite the 

balance sale consideration being offered by the plaintiff, then the 

plaintiff shall deposit the same before the Court and get the sale 

deed executed through Court.  

 That plaintiff is entitled to get cost of the entire proceeding from 

the defendant and cost of the proceeding shall be calculated and 

ordered at the time of preparing the decree; 

27. Prepare the decree accordingly. Judgment is pronounced and delivered 

in open court under the hand and seal of this court on 28th day of June 

2019.  

CIVIL JUDGE, SONITPUR 
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APPENDIX 

1. Plaintiff’s witnesses:-  
PW-1 Sri Dulal Das  
PW-2 Sri Swarup Das  

2. Plaintiff’s exhibits    :-  
  Ext.1 is the original agreement of sale dated 19-11-2013,  
  Ext. (1) to 1(3) are signatures of defendant,  
  Ext. Ext.1 (4) is signature of plaintiff 
  Ext. Ext.1 (5) is signature of witness Swarup Das 
   

3. Defendant’s witnesses:-  
DW-1: Sri Niraj Borah 
DW-2: Sri Rubul Kalita 
DW-3: Sri Jayanta Borah 
Defendant’s Exhibits: - Nil 

CIVIL JUDGE, SONITPUR 


